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Abstract: We propose a novel emergency alert broadcast mechanism for mobile phone users, which
is based on the convergence of 5G and ATSC 3.0. Cellular networks including 5G adopt a broadcast
technique for emergency alert. This technique just delivers a text-based message. Moreover, the
message only includes a limited number of characters. Therefore, cellular networks cannot afford
to provide abundant information in emergency cases. Broadcast networks such as ATSC 3.0 also
offer an emergency alert broadcast service. This service can deliver a multimedia-based message
in emergency cases. Therefore, the ATSC 3.0 supports more abundant information in the cases of
emergency alert broadcasts. Especially, the ATSC 3.0 employs wake-up functionality and location
information, which enables the delivery of emergency alerts to idle-state receivers in emergency
areas. However, it is unlikely that the wake-up functionality and the location information are directly
applicable to mobile phone users due to some practical issues. In order to improve the emergency
alert broadcast service in mobile environments, we converge the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 networks,
which effectively exploits the advantages of the networks. For the convergence network, we suggest a
modified table, which associates the 5G message with the ATSC 3.0 message in the cases of emergency
alerts. We also present a novel scenario for delivery of the emergency alert messages. Simulation
results show that the convergence significantly enhances the receiver performance for emergency
alert broadcast.

Keywords: emergency alert; broadcast; convergence; 5G; ATSC 3.0

1. Introduction

Recently, many cities rely on advanced technologies in order to achieve better life
qualities. Especially, smart cities offer various automation applications such as autonomous
vehicles and smart buildings [1]. The smart cities usually require robust emergency alert
systems in order to sustain an acceptable safety level [2]. Therefore, much attention has
been paid to advanced telecommunication technologies for rapid and reliable delivery of
emergency alerts [3–5]. Among those technologies, cellular and broadcast networks are
considered the most popular dissemination systems for emergency alerts [6–8].

The cellular networks employ cell broadcast service (CBS) for emergency alert de-
livery [9]. Since cellular networks can effectively select the base stations whose cells
encompass emergency areas, the CBS is suitable for location-based emergency alert ser-
vices [10]. Furthermore, the CBS is available even when mobile phones are in idle states,
since cellular networks support a paging service for incoming calls [11]. Currently, the CBS
protocols have been standardized for 2G/3G/4G/5G cellular networks [12]. Therefore,
any mobile phone users can receive the CBS messages in emergency cases if the users are
located in the cells, which include emergency areas. However, the current CBS protocols
just support text-based messages. Moreover, the CBS message allows a limited number of
characters such as 360 characters in the case of wireless emergency alerts (WEA) CBS [13].
Therefore, the CBS message just includes limited information. In turn, it is impossible to
deliver detail information such as evacuation guidelines. This may often lead to a failure in
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sustaining an acceptable safety level. Moreover, the current CBS protocols may be useless
for illiterate persons or foreigners, since the protocols allow only text-based messages [14].

Broadcast networks also offer emergency alert services. Terrestrial digital multimedia
broadcast (T-DMB) can deliver emergency alert messages even to mobile users [15–18].
However, T-DMB just supports text-based messages, which rely on automatic emergency
alerting service (AEAS) [19]. Recently, advanced television systems committee (ATSC)
3.0 revealed about 20 standards for ultra-high definition (UHD) TV services and IP-based
transmissions [20–23]. The ATSC 3.0 also specifies a standard for emergency alert broadcast,
which is called advanced emergency information (AEA) [24]. One or more AEA messages
include multimedia information as well as text data. Therefore, the ATSC 3.0 can deliver
more abundant information such as guidelines in various emergency cases. In order to
enable an idle-state receiver in the cases of emergency alerts, the ATSC 3.0 transmits wake-
up information, which is similar to the paging service of cellular networks. However,
most mobile phones including smart phones employ internal antennas. Therefore, the
ATSC 3.0 receiver exhibits very poor receiver sensitivity in the internal antenna situation,
since the ATSC 3.0 system operates at the carrier frequency of about 600 MHz [25]. This
may interfere with reliable usage of the wake-up information especially for mobile-phone
users. Some complicated decoding algorithms were suggested for a reliable decoding of
the wake-up information at low SNR levels [26,27]. However, the use of the algorithms
may lead to excessive battery consumption. Therefore, the wake-up information is just
available for TV receivers with external antennas. On the other hand, the paging service
of the cellular networks is available even in the internal antenna case, since the cellular
systems operate at much higher carrier frequencies such as 3.5 GHz. For location-based
emergency alert services, location information can be embedded into the AEA messages.
However, ATSC 3.0 receivers should employ a location-awareness functionality for the
location-based services. Even though most smart phones employ GPS modules, the GPS
devices do not guarantee high positioning accuracy. Therefore, some mobile users may
fail in receiving the AEA messages due to the positioning error even in the cases that the
users exist in emergency areas. Note that cellular networks inherently offer location-based
emergency alert services, since the networks can easily select the appropriate base stations,
which encompass emergency areas.

In order to improve the emergency alert broadcast service in mobile environments, we
propose a novel emergency alert broadcast approach, which is based on the convergence of
the 5G cellular network and the ATSC 3.0 network. Note that the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 are
the latest protocols in cellular and broadcast networks, respectively. For the approach, we
present a convergence architecture, which is suitable for the emergency alert broadcast. The
convergence architecture employs thenon-3GPP interworking function (N3IWF) [28], which
is an element of the 5G service based architecture (SBA) [29]. The N3IWF is standardized
for interworking betweennon-3GPP network such as ATSC 3.0 network and 5G core
network [28]. We also present a modified AEA table, which associates the AEA message
with the corresponding CBS message. Based on the association, an alerting authority
can reliably deliver an emergency message on the convergence network for emergency
alert service. We also propose a novel scenario for the emergency alert service on the
convergence network. Especially, the scenario specifies the role of the N3IWF for the
broadcast of CBS and AEA messages on the convergence network. The scenario also
specifies the relations among the CBS paging, the CBS message broadcast, and the AEA
message broadcast. This allows a simultaneous transmission of CBS message and AEA
message on the convergence network. Since the presented method effectively exploits
the convergence, the scheme takes the advantages of the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 networks:
multimedia information from the ATSC 3.0 network, and paging service and location-
based service from the 5G cellular network. Furthermore, the proposed method can lower
delivery latency, since users can receive the CBS message and the AEA message from the
5G and the ATSC 3.0 networks, respectively.
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Some general architectures for combination of 5G and ATSC 3.0 networks have been
suggested in [30] and [31]. However, the architectures [30,31] never reveal a specific
framework for emergency alert broadcasts. Moreover, the architectures [30,31] never
include a specific procedure for simultaneous delivery of 5G CBS message and AEA
message. Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We extended the general architectures into a 5G and ATSC 3.0 convergence network
for emergency alert broadcast. The general architectures never reflect the interfaces
among alerting authority, 5G CBS message generation, and AEA message application
for the simultaneous delivery. We incorporated the interfaces into the convergence
network. Furthermore, we added the functionality of CBS paging [8] to the conver-
gence network, which enables mobile phones to receive AEA message as well as CBS
message. Since the convergence network exhibits a unique architecture for emergency
alert broadcast, the extension into the convergence network is a main contribution.

• We also proposed a novel framework for more reliable emergency alert broadcasts.
The presented framework is utilized for a synchronization between CBS paging and
AEA message in the 5G and ATSC 3.0 convergence network. The framework controls
the delivery of AEA message, which guarantees that the AEA message is transmitted
after the CBS paging is asserted. Since the framework exhibits a novel structure for
the synchronization, the proposed framework is another contribution in this paper.

• In addition, we presented a novel procedure for simultaneous delivery of 5G CBS
message and AEA message. Especially, the proposed procedure specifies the opera-
tions of the presented framework. The procedure guarantees that idle-state mobile
phones can receive AEA message as well as CBS message using the CBS paging.
Since the procedure exhibits a novel approach, which enables idle mobile phones to
simultaneously receive AEA message and CBS message using the CBS paging, the
presented procedure is also a contribution in this paper.

Simulation evaluation shows the validity of the proposed emergency alert broadcast
approach. The simulation results exhibit that the proposed technique is much superior to
the 5G CBS and the ATSC 3.0 AEA methods in terms of latency. This indicates that the
presented approach allows more rapid notification in urgent situations. The results also
reveal that the proposed method can effectively provide multimedia information as well as
text-based information to users in emergency areas. The simulation results also show that
various displays of emergency information are available on the receiver screen according
to the decoding state. This indicates that the proposed approach is more reliable than the
5G CBS and the ATSC 3.0 AEA methods.

2. Conventional Works

As the conventional works for the emergency alert broadcast, we describe the 5G CBS and
the AEA protocols, which are used in the 5G cellular and the ATSC 3.0 networks, respectively.

2.1. 5G CBS Protocol

5G cellular systems consist of user equipment (UE), radio access network (RAN), and
core network (CN). Among the system components, the UE indicates a cellular phone, and
the RAN includes multiple base stations. The CN adopts the service based architecture
(SBA) [29], which offers high flexibility and scalability. Therefore, 5G cellular systems can
offer various services including enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low la-
tency communication (URLLC), and massive machine type communications (mMTC) [32].

In addition to those services, 5G cellular systems offer the CBS for emergency alert
broadcast. Figure 1 illustrates the network architecture for the 5G CBS. The network
architecture consists of alerting authority, cell broadcast entity (CBE), cell broadcast center
function (CBCF), access and mobility function (AMF), RAN, and UE. In Figure 1, a central
or a local government may act as the alerting authority. In Figure 1, CBCF and AMF belong
to the 5G core network (CN). When an emergency occurs, the alerting authority sends
emergency message and location information (of emergency areas) to the CBE as shown
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in Figure 1. The CBE acts as a gateway between network operator and alerting authority.
Therefore, the CBE receives the emergency message from the alerting authority, and relays
the message to the CBCF, which the network operator administrates. Then, the CBCF
transforms the emergency message format into the CBS message format, which is specified
by the 3GPP standard [12]. After the transformation, the CBCF sends the CBS message to
the AMF. The AMF are interfaced to multiple RANs. Using the location information and
tracking area information (TAI), the AMF selects the base stations for the emergency areas
in the RANs. Then, the AMF sends the CBS message to the identified base stations.
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In Figure 1, the CBS message is transferred from CBCF to base station (RAN) via wired
channels. Figure 2 illustrates the network protocols for the CBS message transfer from
CBCF to base station (RAN) [12].

As shown in Figure 2, the interface between CBCF and AMF relies on TCP/IP. The in-
terface between AMF and base station (RAN) utilizes stream control transmission protocol
(SCTP) and IP.

In Figure 2, the back-end of the base station (RAN) is connected to the AMF via a
wired channel. However, the front-end of the base station is interfaced to the UEs (cellular
phones) of Figure 1 via a wireless channel. Figure 3 illustrates the radio protocol for the
wireless channel of the base station, which is used for the CBS message broadcast to all
cellular phones in a cell. In Figure 3, the radio resource control (RRC) is responsible for
the CBS paging and the CBS message broadcast [33]. If the base station receives a CBS
message, the RRC of Figure 3 sends the paging message to all cellular users in a cell via
the layer 2 and the layer 1. As indicated in Figure 3, the layer 2 includes packet data
convergence protocol (PDCP), radio link control (RLC), and medium access control (MAC)
sublayers. In Figure 3, the layer 1 indicates the physical layer (PHY). Among the interface
channels between the sublayers, paging control channel (PCCH), paging channel (PCH),
and physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) are used for the paging broadcast in
Figure 3. As stated earlier, the paging message enables the idle-state cellular phones to
receive the CBS message. After the paging broadcast, the RRC sends the CBS message (SIB
8) to all cellular phones in a cell via layer 2 and layer 1 in Figure 3. For the CBS message
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broadcast, the CBS message is embedded into the system information block (SIB) 8 [33].
Among the interface channels between the sublayers, broadcast control channel (BCCH),
downlink shared channel (DL-SCH), and PDSCH are used for the CBS message (SIB 8)
broadcast in Figure 3. The SIBs are usually utilized for the broadcast of control information
(such as cell selection information) to all cellular phones in a cell. Therefore, the SIBs carry
small-sized information. This indicates that the current 5G CBS protocol just allows a
limited number of text characters such as 360 characters in the CBS message.
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2.2. AEA Protocol

ATSC 3.0 systems support the UHD TV services for better audio/video quality, and
adopt the IP-based protocol for various broadcast and broadband services. Figure 4
illustrates the stack of the IP-based protocol for ATSC 3.0 [23].
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In the ATSC 3.0, the real-time media components use the format of media processing
unit (MPU) or the format of dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH). As shown in
Figure 4, the MPU components are transmitted on broadcast networks using MPEG media
transport protocol (MMTP)/UDP/IP. The DASH components can be transmitted on broad-
cast networks or broadband networks using real-time object delivery over unidirectional
transport (ROUTE)/UDP/IP or HTTP/TCP/IP, respectively. In the ATSC 3.0, the non-real
time (NRT) components can be transmitted on broadcast networks or broadband networks
using ROUTE/UDP/IP or HTTP/TCP/IP, respectively. The protocol stack of Figure 4
reveals that the real-time MPU components are transmitted on only broadcast networks,
whereas the real-time DASH components and the NRT components can be transmitted
on both broadcast and broadband networks. In Figure 4, the low level signaling (LLS)
includes advanced emergency information table (AEAT), service list table (SLT), rate region
table (RRT), system time, common alerting protocol (CAP), version information table (VIT),
and content protection table (CPT). The LLS is transmitted on broadcast networks using
UDP/IP. Since the AEAT consists of one or more AEA messages in the LLS, LLS/UDP/IP
is used as the protocol for AEA message delivery in Figure 4.

Table 1 includes the description of the AEAT elements for one AEA message [24].
In Table 1, the emergency text and the multimedia information are associated with the
elements of AEAText and Media, respectively. Furthermore, the AEAT includes the associ-
ated information for a live broadcast stream in the element of LiveMedia. Therefore, the
ATSC 3.0 can provide a rich information (text, multimedia, and live broadcast stream) for
emergency alert. This indicates that the ATSC 3.0 can provide much more abundant infor-
mation for emergency alert than the 5G. In addition to the rich information, the ATSC 3.0
can deliver an emergency area information using the AEAT element of Header<Location>.
Using the area information, the receiver can discard the AEA message if the receiver user
does not belong to the emergency area. However, the receiver is required to employ a
location estimator such as GPS. A delicate location estimator usually causes high cost and
high power consumption, which is not suitable for mobile terminals such as smart phones.
A low-cost location estimator may give a poor estimation performance, which has a high
potential to make a false discard of the AEA message. Note that the 5G CBS is very suitable
for location-based emergency alert services, since the 5G AMF can select the appropriate
base stations, which encompass emergency areas.
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Table 1. The description of the AEAT elements.

Element Description

AEA AEA message format
<aeaId> The identifier of AEA message

<audience> The intended distribution of the AEA message

<wakeup> A true/false value for whether the wake-up field was activated for the emergency that the <aeaId>
message describes

Header The container for the basic alert envelope
<effective> The effective time of the AEA message
<expires> The expires time of the AEA message

<EventCode> A code identifying the event type of the AEA message
<EventDesc> A short plain text description of the emergency event
<Location> The geographic code that identifies the affected area of the AEA message

AEAText The specific informative text of the AEA message

LiveMedia The information of emergency-related real-time (live) audio/video service, which is delivered via
broadcast stream

Media The component parts of the multimedia resource
<lang> The code denoting the language of the respective element media

< mediaDesc> A short text description of the type and content of the media file
< mediaType> Text identifying the intended use of the associated media

< url> The identifier of the media file
< alternateUrl> Alternate URL of the media file when it is also available via non-broadcast delivery

< contentType> The internet assigned numbers authority (IANA) media type of media content referenced by
Media<url>

<contentLength> The size (bytes) of media content referenced by Media<url>

< mediaAssoc> The URI of another Media element with which this attribute is associated as described in
<mediaType>

In Table 1, the element of AEA<wakeup> is associated with the wake-up service
of ATSC 3.0. The wake-up service is used in order to activate an idle-state receiver for
emergency alert service. For the wake-up service, the ATSC 3.0 transmits the wake-up
field. The wake-up field is embedded in the bootstrap of the physical layer frame. Figure 5
illustrates the structure of the physical layer frame in ATSC 3.0 [22]. The bootstrap is used
for wake-up information, synchronization, channel estimation, and preamble information.
The wake-up field consists of two bits, each of which is located in bootstrap symbol 1 and
bootstrap symbol 2, respectively.
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Table 2 exhibits the meaning of the AEA wake-up field [22]. Table 2 reveals that an
idle-state receiver can be activated if the received wake-up filed is decoded into ‘01′, ‘10′, or
‘11′. After the activation, the receiver finds an AEA message corresponding to the wake-up
field. The element of AEA<wakeup> is set to ‘true’ in Table 1 in the case that the AEA
message corresponds to the wake-up field. However, it is unlikely that the wake-up service
is available to smart phones. Note that most smart phones adopt internal antennas due to
size limitations. The ATSC 3.0 receiver usually renders very poor receiver performance in
the internal antenna case, since the ATSC 3.0 system operates at the carrier frequency of
about 600 MHz [25]. This prevents a reliable decoding of the wake-up field in the internal
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antenna situation. Some complicated decoding algorithms were suggested for a reliable
decoding of the wake-up field at low SNR levels [26,27]. However, the adoption of the
algorithms may lead to an excessive consumption of smart-phone battery. Therefore, the
wake-up service is more suitable for fixed TV stations than smart phones. As stated in
Section 2.1, the 5G CBS protocol adopts the paging service, which is similar to the wake-up
service of ATSC 3.0. The paging service is available even in the internal antenna case, since
5G cellular systems operate at the carrier frequency of about 3.5 GHz.

Table 2. The meaning of the AEA wake-up field.

Value Meaning

00 No emergency to wake up devices is currently signaled
01 Emergency to wake up devices—setting 1
10 Emergency to wake up devices—setting 2
11 Emergency to wake up devices—setting 3

Therefore, it is required to converge the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 networks for better
emergency alert service in mobile environments, which effectively takes the advantages of
the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 systems. The convergence offers more reliable emergency alert
service as well as rich alert information, which will be verified in Section 4.

3. The Novel Emergency Alert Broadcast Approach Based on the Convergence
3.1. The Convergence Architecture and the Scenario

Figure 6 illustrates the proposed overall architecture of the 5G and ATSC 3.0 conver-
gence network for emergency alert broadcast.
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The alerting authority simultaneously sends an emergency alert message to the 5G
and the ATSC 3.0 systems. In the convergence architecture, the N3IWF is used for the
convergence of the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 core networks. In Figure 6, the AEA message
application produces the AEAT and the corresponding multimedia files, which belong to
the NRT components. For an association with the CBS message, we propose a modified
AEAT, which includes the additional CBS-related elements. Table 3 exhibits the additional
elements. In Table 3, Header<CBS flag> indicates a Boolean value for whether the AEAT
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is associated with a CBS message for emergency alert broadcast on the convergence net-
work of Figure 6. In Table 3, Header<CBS ID> includes the identifier of the associated
CBS message.

Table 3. The additional elements of the modified AEAT.

Elements Description

Header

<CBS flag> A true/false value for whether the AEAT is
associated with the CBS message

<CBS ID> The identifier of the associated CBS message

In the convergence architecture of Figure 6, the scenario of the emergency alert broad-
cast includes the following steps:

1. When an emergency occurs, the alerting authority simultaneously sends an emergency
alert message to the CBE/CBCF of the 5G and the AEA application of the ATSC 3.0.

2. The CBCF converts the emergency alert message to the CBS message according
to the CBS protocol [12]. Then, the CBCF sends the CBS message to the AMF in
the 5G core network. Based on the received emergency alert message, the AEA
application generates the modified AEAT and the corresponding multimedia files
(NRT components) according to the AEA protocol [24]. Then, the modified AEAT
and the NRT components are transmitted to the ATSC 3.0 core network using the
UDP/IP protocol.

3. The AMF simultaneously sends the CBS message to the N3IWF and the selected base
stations of the RAN.

4. The N3IWF extracts the CBS ID (as a trigger information) from the CBS message, and
sends it to the ATSC 3.0 core network.

5. The selected base stations broadcast the CBS paging signals to the mobile phones
in the corresponding cells. As soon as the paging signals are received, the mobile
phones become ready for the CBS message and the AEA message (which includes the
modified AEAT and the NRT components) from the 5G base stations and the ATSC
3.0 broadcast stations, respectively.

6. In the ATSC 3.0 core network, the received trigger information causes the modified
AEAT and the NRT components to be transmitted to the ATSC 3.0 broadcast stations.

7. The 5G base stations and the ATSC 3.0 stations broadcast the CBS message and the
AEA message, respectively, to the mobile phones in the corresponding cells.

The steps 4, 5, and 6 reveal that the trigger information is used for a synchronization
between the CBS paging signals and the AEA message. The trigger information causes the
AEA message to be broadcast after the CBS paging signals are asserted.

Figure 7 illustrates the presented specific framework for the interface between AMF
and ATSC 3.0 core network using the N3IWF. The ATSC 3.0 core network includes multi-
plexer, ATSC 3.0 gateway, and ATSC 3.0 modulator. In Figure 7, the novel procedure for
simultaneous delivery of 5G CBS message and AEA message includes the following steps:

1. The AMF sends the CBS message to the N3IWF as well as the selected base stations.
For the transmission of the CBS message, the AMF adopts the N2 protocol stack [34],
which consists of 5G application protocol (5G-AP), SCTP, IP, layer 2 (L2), and layer 1
(L1). The 5G-AP includes the CBS message in Figure 7.

2. The N3IWF acts as a relay between the AMF and the ATSC 3.0 core network. For the
connection to the AMF, the N3IWF adopts the N2 protocol stack. For the connection
to the ATSC 3.0 core network, the N3IWF relies on the ATSC 3.0 protocol stack, which
consists of ATSC 3.0 application protocol (ATSC3.0-AP), UDP, IP, ATSC 3.0 link layer
protocol (ALP), and ATSC 3.0 PHY. The N3IWF extracts the CBS ID from the CBS
message, and sends the CBS ID to the multiplexer in the ATSC 3.0 core network. The
ATSC3.0-AP includes the extracted CBS ID in Figure 7.
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3. In the ATSC 3.0 core network, the multiplexer uses the CBS ID as the trigger infor-
mation. If the received CBS ID is matched to the Header<CBS ID> of the modified
AEAT, the multiplexer multiplexes the AEAT and the NRT components into the AEA
message. Otherwise, the multiplexer suspends the multiplexing operation until the
received trigger information is matched. Therefore, the CBS ID can be used as the
trigger information for a synchronization between the CBS paging signal and the
AEA message.

4. In the ATSC 3.0 core network, the ATSC 3.0 gateway transforms the AEA message
into a frame unit on the physical layer. Then, the ATSC 3.0 gateway transmits the
frame to the ATSC 3.0 modulator.

5. The ATSC 3.0 modulator converts the physical-layer frame to the waveform signal
for broadcast.

6. The ATSC 3.0 broadcast station broadcasts the waveform signal for the AEA message.
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Some alternate architectures to the proposed approach were suggested in [30] and [31].
However, the architectures do not include some specific frameworks for emergency alert
broadcasts as stated earlier.

3.2. Latency Performace for the Proposed Emergency Alert Broadcast Approach

In order to investigate the performance enhancement, we derive the latency perfor-
mance for the proposed emergency alert broadcast approach. For the derivation, assume a
random variable η, which denotes the number of total broadcasts for successful transmis-
sion of an emergency alert message to a mobile terminal. Thus, the expected value of η
denotes the latency performance, and is expressed as follows:

E[η] =
∞

∑
k=0

(k + 1)Pr(K = k), (1)

where K denotes the number of attempts required to successfully transmit the emergency
alert message. In (1), Pr(K = k) defines the probability that the first k attempts will fail and
the (k + 1)th attempt will succeed. Since K follows a geometric distribution in (1), Pr(K = k)
can be expressed as follows:

Pr(K = k) = pk
e(1− pe), (2)
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where pe denotes the probability of an erroneous transmission of the emergency alert mes-
sage to the mobile terminal in the case of the proposed convergence. After the substitution
of (2) into (1), E[η] of (1) can also be expressed as follows:

E[η] =
1

1− pe
. (3)

Since the emergency alert broadcast method relies on the convergence network, pe of
(3) can be expressed as follows:

pe = pe,5g pe,atsc3, (4)

where pe,5g and pe,atsc3 denote the probabilities of an erroneous transmission of the emer-
gency alert message to the mobile terminal in the cases of the 5G and the ATSC 3.0,
respectively. Therefore, the latency performance for the cases of the proposed convergence,
the 5G, and the ATSC 3.0 can be given in (5), (6), and (7), respectively, as follows:

E[η] =
1

1− pe,5g pe,atsc3
. (5)

E[η] =
1

1− pe,5g
. (6)

E[η] =
1

1− pe,atsc3
. (7)

Since pe,5g < 1 and pe,atsc3 < 1, pe of (4) is less than pe,5g and pe,atsc3. Therefore, it is
revealed that the latency performance for the proposed convergence is better than that for
the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 in the comparison of (5), (6), and (7).

4. Simulation Results

Simulation results exhibit the effectiveness of the proposed emergency alert broad-
cast approach.

Table 4 summarizes the simulation parameters. The carrier frequencies of 5G and
ATSC 3.0 networks are 3.5 GHz and 600 MHz, respectively. As the fading channel models
for 5G and ATSC 3.0, Jakarta [35] and TU−6 [36] channel models are adopted in this
evaluation, respectively. In the channel models, each path follows Rayleigh distribution [37].
In this simulation, the cell radius for 5G is assumed to be 1 Km. In each cell, the number of
receivers is set to 100. The receivers are uniformly distributed in each cell. For the 5G base
station and the ATSC broadcast station of Figure 6, it is assumed that the total transmit
power is 1 W in this simulation.

Table 4. The simulation parameters.

Parameters Value/Property

Carrier frequency of 5G 3.5 GHz
Carrier frequency of ATSC 3.0 600 MHz

Fading channel for 5G Jakarta channel (Rayleigh)
Fading channel for ATSC 3.0 TU−6 (Rayleigh)

Cell radius 1 Km
Number of receivers per cell 100
Distribution of the receivers Uniform

Total transmit power 1 W

Figure 8 exhibits the outage-state comparison of the proposed, the 5G, and the ATSC
3.0 emergency alert broadcasts after the first broadcast.
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(a) shows the outage states for the proposed broadcast. This broadcast approach relies on the 5G and ATSC 3.0 convergence network
of Figure 6. In the first broadcast, the 5G base station and the ATSC 3.0 broadcast station broadcast the CBS and the AEA messages,
respectively. (a) reveals that the 60 receivers correctly decode the CBS message or the AEA message. Therefore, the success rate is
60% in the first broadcast case. (b) exhibits the outage states for the 5G CBS broadcast, which just relies on 5G cellular networks. The
success rate is 43% in (b). (c) shows the outage states for the AEA message broadcast, which just relies on ATSC 3.0 networks. The
success rate is 25% in (c). Since the users can receive the CBS message or the AEA message in the convergence network, the success
rate of the proposed method is much higher than those of the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 cases.

Figure 9 exhibits the outage-state comparison of the proposed, the 5G, and the ATSC
3.0 emergency alert broadcasts after the second broadcast.

Figure 10 exhibits a comparison of the latency performance for the proposed, the 5G,
and the ATSC 3.0 emergency alert broadcasts.

As shown in Figure 10, the latency of the proposed broadcast approach is much
lower than those of the 5G CBS and the AEA broadcast methods over the entire range of
Eb/N0. Figure 10 reveals that proposed broadcast approach is much superior to the 5G
CBS and the AEA broadcast methods in terms of latency. This indicates that the proposed
convergence-based broadcast approach is more suitable for the emergency alert delivery,
especially in the cases of urgent emergencies.

Figure 11 illustrates the comparison of terminal displays in the cases of success
decoding of both 5G CBS and AEA messages, success decoding of only 5G CBS message,
and success decoding of only AEA message for the proposed broadcast approach.
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especially in urgent emergencies.
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5. Conclusions

We propose a novel emergency alert broadcast method in mobile environments, which
considerably enhances the service qualities of emergency alert broadcast: lower delivery
latency, more abundant emergency information, and higher accessibility of illiterate persons
or foreigners. The presented broadcast approach is based on the convergence of the 5G
cellular network and the ATSC 3.0 network. In this paper, we suggest a new architecture
for the convergence. The convergence architecture exploits the N3IWF (an element of
the 5G SBA) for interworking between ATSC 3.0 network and 5G core network. In order
to associate the AEA message with the corresponding CBS message in the convergence
architecture, we propose a modified AEAT, which includes CBS ID for the association of the
AEA message with the corresponding CBS message. We also present a novel scenario for
the emergency alert service on the convergence network. The scenario highlights the role of
the N3IWF for the broadcast of CBS and AEA messages on the convergence network. For
the simultaneous delivery of CBS message and AEA message on the convergence network,
the scenario also specifies the relations among the CBS paging, the CBS message broadcast,
and the AEA message broadcast. Since the convergence network takes the advantages
of the 5G and the ATSC 3.0 systems, the proposed approach can afford to offer abundant
emergency information to mobile phone users, including illiterate persons or foreigners.
Furthermore, the presented method significantly lowers transmission latency, since the
users can receive the CBS message and/or the AEA message from the 5G and the ATSC 3.0
networks, respectively.

Simulation results confirm the validity of the proposed emergency alert broadcast
approach. The simulation evaluation exhibits that the presented method profoundly
outperforms the 5G CBS and the ATSC 3.0 AEA methods in terms of latency. This reveals
that the proposed approach is more suitable for urgent emergency cases. The results also
indicate that the presented method can offer more abundant emergency information in
addition to text-based information to mobile phone users including illiterate persons or
foreigners. The simulation results also show that various emergency information (from
abundant multimedia information to limited text information) is available according to the
decoding state. This guarantees that the proposed approach is more reliable and flexible
than the 5G CBS and the ATSC 3.0 AEA methods.
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Figure 11. The comparison of terminal displays in the cases of success decoding of both 5G CBS
and AEA messages, success decoding of only 5G CBS message, and success decoding of only AEA
message for the proposed broadcast approach. We implemented the illustration of Figure 11 using
HTML5. Therefore, the illustration of Figure 11 can be displayed on the screens of various platforms
including smartphones. (a) shows the terminal display in the case of success decoding of both 5G
CBS and AEA messages. As illustrated in (a), the terminal display includes the long text such as
guideline, the image, the multimedia content of the AEA message as well as the short text of the
CBS message. Therefore, even illiterate or foreign persons can easily recognize the emergency type
such as earthquake or hurricane. (b) illustrates the case that the receiver failed in decoding the CBS
message. As shown in (b), the sub-window for CBS text is blank. However, users can still achieve
abundant emergency information from the AEA message. (c) illustrates the case that the receiver
failed in decoding the AEA message. The sub-windows for AEA message are blank in (c). In this
case, users can just achieve a limited emergency information from the CBS message. However, the
information is still useful for most users.
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In order to further enhance the latency performance for the emergency alert broadcast
approach, a cooperation scheme can be considered. However, note that the current 5G and
ATSC 3.0 systems have distinct limitations (which include the relay capabilities of mobile
phones, the scheduling issues for interference suppression, and network overhead) in in-
corporating such a cooperation technique into emergency alert broadcast scenario. In order
to enable such a cooperation approach, we are going to focus on the developments of tech-
niques for efficient relay capabilities, efficient device-to-device communications including
interference-awareness scheduling, and simple relay-node management in further study.
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